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5ABSTRACT
This essay analyzes the tenth-century pedagogical text Ælfrīc’s
Colloquy as an instance of Anglo-Saxon rhetorical instruction in
the spirit of the Greco-Roman progymnasmata. Through a com-
parison of the text with classical sources such as Priscian’s

10adaptations of Hermogenes and Isidore’s Etymologies, this
essay concludes that Ælfrīc knew of the progymnasmata and
that these exercises served as the basis for rhetorical instruction
that emphasized Benedictine ideals of communal concord
through trained speaking and writing. Drawing on the common-

15place of the three estates, the Colloquy demonstrated the ideal
role of rhetoric in Anglo-Saxon society while modeling tradi-
tional progymnasmata exercises such as fable composition,
impersonations, and comparisons.

Though the continued importance of classical traditions of rhetoric to the
20teaching of the language arts in the medieval period has been well-defined

and explored (Murphy, Rhetoric; Cox and Ward), less consensus has been
achieved on the status of the progymnasmata, or preliminary exercises of
antiquity. As Manfred Kraus notes, “The question of how much of the
ancient set of progymnasmata eventually passed into the medieval classroom

25is still a hotly debated issue” (176). Kraus argues that no strong manuscript
evidence exists to support pedagogical use of the progymnasmata. Rather, he
sees them as something of an intellectual curiosity, stating, “there is no hint
of practical exercise . . . [as in the Etymologies of Isidore,] the treatment
remains entirely theoretical” (Kraus 184). Yet, Kraus also recognizes the

30influence of the exercises on various medieval texts that were intended for
the classroom, stating, “There can be little doubt that compositional exercises
similar in character and complexity to their precursors [. . .] were widely
practiced in the Middle Ages” (189). Despite this admission, Kraus is ulti-
mately skeptical of any strong or direct connection between the progymnas-

35mata and medieval classroom exercises or texts. Lack of manuscript evidence
and the transition of the exercises from a rhetorical to a grammatical focus
ultimately lead him to conclude that the progymnasmata as a sequenced set
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of exercises “could not have persisted, but [were] split up into smaller units
that may themselves have had an independent afterlife in the medieval

40classroom, but were entirely open for any kind of recombination” (Kraus
192). It is with this creative recombination and afterlife that this essay is
concerned.

This essay examines Ælfrīc’s Colloquy, an Anglo-Saxon model educational
text written between 987 and 996 CE. I argue that the Colloquy represents an

45instance of Anglo-Saxon rhetorical praxis: that is, textual evidence of theory-
guided action, based in knowledge of the ancient progymnasmata, applied in
an educational setting. I advance this argument through a comparison of the
Colloquy to theoretical descriptions of three exercises found in ancient texts
describing the progymnasmata: fable, speech in character (ethopoeia), and

50thesis. The similarities of the Colloquy to exercises described in descriptions
of the progymnasmata suggest that the Colloquy may have been intended for
use in a rhetorical educational program, introduced in concert with forms of
grammatical education. Beyond the mere presence of progymnasmatic fea-
tures, I also argue that the Colloquy advances a particular and moral version

55of the uses of rhetoric based in Benedictine ideals of communal living. Thus,
this essay suggests that Ælfrīc’s Colloquy is similar to the ancient progym-
nasmata in pedagogical, moral, and rhetorical goals: a variety of exercises are
used to demonstrate a student’s progression through the educational pro-
gram, as well as to suggest a moral standard for the goals of education and

60the uses of rhetoric expressed through the exercises and their sequencing
(Gibson).

To facilitate this comparison, a set of classical texts—namely, Priscian’s
adaptation of Hermogenes and Isidore of Seville’s entries on the progymnas-
mata—are used to illuminate the Colloquy as a rhetorical and civic exercise

65which adapts the progymnasmata to a particular historical, cultural, and
social context: Anglo-Saxon England. Before directly comparing theoretical
treatments of the progymnasmata and the Colloquy, I first offer a description
of the Colloquy itself, an explanation of the nature and role of the progym-
nasmata in classical and medieval education, and a historical overview of

70manuscript distribution and the nature of grammatical and rhetorical educa-
tion in Anglo-Saxon England. I do so in order to explore the similarities in
education described in late antiquity and the Anglo-Saxon period.

The Colloquy

Many passages of the Colloquy show influence from progymnasmatic texts
75that may have affected their composition, and the various sections of the

Colloquy may have been used as model texts for young students moving
through such an educational program. The Colloquy was likely a model on
which other students would base their own compositions, used by an
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instructor to demonstrate particular rhetorical techniques, which students
80would then try themselves. The essential conceit of the text is that a group of

students have gathered to receive instruction from their master. The Colloquy
begins with the hypothetical students imploring their teacher to instruct
them in Latin. The students claim they are ignorant of the language and do
not care what topics they speak on so long as they learn. The teacher agrees

85to instruct them in speaking and asks to know their own professions. Various
students speak up, each responding in turn: one describes himself as a
plowman, another a shepherd, another an ox-herd, another a hunter. Each
describes the kind of work they engage in daily. As the dialogue continues,
the questions posed to the students become more complex. The master asks

90the hunter whom he owes service to; he asks the fisherman whether he would
like to catch a whale. The students respond in turn, taking great care to craft
responses reasonable to their character, until the conversation takes a more
philosophical turn. The master asks the tanner what value his craft has for
society. This line of questioning continues for the saltier and the cook. They

95offer arguments for their usefulness, explaining the many benefits that society
derives from their crafts.

Finally, the master asks one of the students, who is tasked with acting out
the role of a lawyer, to settle the dispute that has arisen between the students.
The master asks this student, “What1 say you, wise man? Which among these

100arts seems superior to you?”2 (Ælfrīc 38–9). The lawyer responds with a bit of
flattery (given that the master was almost certainly a monk), stating “I say to
you, that it seems to me the service of God holds supremacy among the arts
mentioned, just as it is read in the Gospel: ‘first seek the kingdom of God and
his justice, and all things will be added to you’”3 (Ælfrīc 39). The master,

105perhaps sensing this attempt to appease him, asks the lawyer instead to
determine what secular skills are most useful. The lawyer responds with an
extended speech, at once offering a clear answer and elaborating on the
difficulty of the question:

Agriculture, because the plow feeds all of us. The blacksmith says: from where,
110plowman, do you have the plowshare or the coulter, or the goad, if not from my

craft?4: From where the fisherman’s hook? Or the shoemaker’s awl, or the tailor’s
needle? Is it not from my own work? The counselor responds: indeed you tell the
truth, but every one of us would rather eat and be guests of the valued plowman
than you, because the plowman gives us food and drink; you, what do you give us

115from your art except iron sparks and the sound of the beating of hammers and the
blowing of bellows? The carpenter says: which of you does not make use of my
craft, when I build your homes and all of your diverse vessels and ships? The
blacksmith responds: O, carpenter, why speak this way, seeing that without my
skills you cannot make one window strong?5 (Ælfrīc 39–41).

120As is clear from the passage, the dialogue quickly devolves into an argument
regarding the merits of the different professions. The students advance
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various arguments in favor of their own usefulness to society. Eventually, the
lawyer steps in to settle the matter. He exhorts the other students to end their
argument, and then moves to reaffirm the value of each laborer within the

125social system of the three estates. The lawyer states, “If you be priest, or
monk, or layman, or solider, exercise yourself in this, and be what you are;
because it is a great damage and shame for a person to be unwilling to be
what they ought to be”6 (Ælfrīc 41–2).

The lawyer thus concludes his speech, and the other students are asked to
130evaluate it. Finally, the monk asks the students why they wish to learn and

what type of learning they wish to have. He asks, “How do you want to be
wise? Do you wish to be shape-changers, clever in speaking, sly, full of
cunning, good speakers and poor thinkers, devoted to pleasant words and
to lying in many forms . . . ?”7 (Ælfrīc 43). They respond: “We wish to be

135simple and without hypocrisy, and wise in order to avoid evil and accomplish
good”8 (Ælfrīc 43). The students continue their conversation, which is largely
focused on conforming to a monastic schedule (when to sleep and when to
rise; what to eat and how much of it, etc.) before the text concludes. These
passages illustrate some key aspects of moral and rhetorical education

140through the progymnasmata; first, a concern for the invention of good
arguments and moral reasoning, not merely pleasing speech or the acquisi-
tion of another language; and second, a variety of progymnasmatic elements,
including fable, speech in character, theoretical theses, and others. The
Colloquy is thus a complex document, one that serves not only as a lan-

145guage-learning tool, but one that also addresses the role of rhetoric and
grammar within medieval society, a goal the Colloquy shares with the pro-
gymnasmata of antiquity.

Goals of the Progymnasmata

The progymnasmata are a series of 14 related exercises that were intended
150to prepare young students for future study and more complex declama-

tions delivered within the rhetoric classroom and beyond. The exercises
frequently served to bridge the gap between grammatical and rhetorical
education, offering a graded series of activities that built off of prior
knowledge and experience by circling back to older forms once new

155techniques had been introduced to the student (Walker, Genuine
Teachers). The progymnasmata typically begin with the simplest of exer-
cises, the composition of fables or anecdotes. Through these exercises,
young students would have the opportunity to both practice their gram-
mar and vocabulary in compositions, and also reinforce social norms

160through moral tales and sayings. These exercises “helped to cultivate the
student’s moral sensibility through performative repetition and reinscrip-
tion of received wisdom” (Walker, Genuine Teachers 100). Indeed, in
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Rhetoric and Poetics in Antiquity, Jeffrey Walker suggests that “‘rhetoric’s’
major, culture-shaping role in this tradition is to disseminate public,

165popular discourse concerning ‘the right’ in various matters of cultural,
[and] ethical” concern (Walker 133). The moral emphasis of the progym-
nasmata extended well beyond the earliest exercises, however. Fables and
anecdotes led to the composition of proverbs or maxims, pithy sayings
that expressed advice or traditional beliefs. Students would then learn to

170critique earlier compositions by either attacking or confirming narratives,
fables, or maxims on a variety of criteria, such as believability or appro-
priateness. More complex exercises would ask students to compose com-
monplaces, encomia, impersonations of particular historical figures, or to
attack or defend laws. Thus, the goal of progressing through a set of

175progymnasmata was not only to improve the student’s skill in writing and
rhetoric, but also to reinforce the values and forms of public participation
and wider Greco-Roman culture.

In antiquity, the progymnasmata seem to have been taught by rhetoricians,
but this had begun to change even in Quintilian’s time. Instead, grammarians

180increasingly taught the majority of the exercises, a fact Quintilian laments
(Institutio Oratoria 2.1.4). This trend—the passing of formerly rhetorical
instruction to the grammarian—would continue in the Middle Ages as
well. As Gabriele Knappe notes, “In order to understand the nature of
Anglo-Saxon rhetorical learning it is first necessary to consider [. . .] the

185specific literary culture of the time—the age of the grammaticus” (Knappe,
“Classical Rhetoric” 6). As such, any discussion of rhetoric in the Anglo-
Saxon period must in particular consider the tradition of rhetoric as trans-
mitted through the study of grammar. Elements of rhetorical education were
frequently transferred to the grammaticus in the Middle Ages, particularly

190early exercises focusing on literary content, including the progymnasmata. A.
P. Church has noted the influence of the progymnasmata on the language
and literary culture of the Anglo-Saxons, particularly in regard to gramma-
tical instruction. Church suggests that Knappe makes too weak a claim
regarding the importance of the progymnasmata through the study of gram-

195mar; he notes, “Clearly her own conclusions about the transmission of
rhetoric should have led her [Knappe] to consider the possible application
of specific rhetorical elements [. . .] through the conduit of grammar”
(Church 54–5). Ultimately, Church is if anything more optimistic regarding
the progymnasmata and their influence on Anglo-Saxon literary culture than

200Knappe, stating:

Although any understanding of Anglo-Saxon education is destined to be incom-
plete given the lack of primary sources outlining its complete extent, there is
enough circumstantial evidence to suggest that some vestige of the progymnasmata
was probably available to Anglo-Saxons. (Church 77)
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205Following Church and his method, I investigate the influence of the exercises
on other literary artifacts of Anglo-Saxon culture. As the progymnasmata
exercises were transferred into a different pedagogical tradition, they natu-
rally undertook some degree of transformation. As such, I will proceed by
exploring the manuscript availability and educational context of progymnas-

210matic sources before considering the Colloquy as an indirect reference to the
exercises of antiquity (Lanham, “Freshman Composition”).

Manuscript evidence and educational context

While manuscript transmission and reception is not my primary concern, a
survey of manuscript distribution does help establish the intellectual context

215in which the work may have been composed and utilized. Ælfrīc would have
been a well-educated man for his time, with access to a variety of texts. By
987, he was in charge of teaching at the monastery of Dorset; by 1005; he was
abbot of Eynsham (Law). In addition to educational works, Ælfrīc wrote
homilies, saints’ lives, and translated the works of other well-known Anglo-

220Saxon authors such as the Venerable Bede (Law). Since Ælfrīc’s position at
Dorset was largely pedagogical, he drew on trusted educational sources
commonly available in monastic settings to compose his Grammar,
Colloquy, and Glossary. Indeed, in the Latin preface to his Grammar, Ælfrīc
admits his debt to Priscian’s grammars, and later sections of his own

225Grammar are clearly based on sections of Isidore’s Etymologies (Law).
Thus, there is clear manuscript evidence of grammatical, if not rhetorical,

educational texts from Anglo-Saxon England (Knappe, “Classical Rhetoric”;
see also the appendix of Kraus). However, the level of distinction between
grammatical and rhetorical texts in the Middle Ages has been questioned by

230a number of scholars who note the numerous ways those teaching traditions
intersect. Rather than viewing grammar and rhetoric as clearly demarcated
disciplines, it is more accurate to view them as related, overlapping, and
complementary. By the medieval period, grammar was considered founda-
tional to all language study. As Rita Copeland and Ineke Sluiter have

235suggested:

In the Middle Ages, the arts of grammar and rhetoric were often more inclusive . . . .
The art of grammar embraced not only language and linguistic thought but literature
and the analysis of literary texts. The art of rhetoric entailed mastery of form and
style in any kind of writing . . . . They were the basic components of pedagogy at

240almost every level . . . . (1)

While both fields represented distinct categories of knowledge, each contrib-
uted to the study of the Trivium as a whole; as such, “Grammar, logic, and
rhetoric may be seen as three divisions of the genus of eloquence,” with
grammar facilitating more advanced linguistic study in all other disciplines
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245(Copeland and Sluiter 21). Isidore of Seville advanced a similar view:
“Grammar is the knowledge of speaking correctly, and is the origin and
foundation of liberal letters” (Etymologies 1.5.1). Isidore’s view in many ways
became commonplace; John of Salisbury would later claim, “Grammar is the
cradle of all philosophy, and in a manner of speaking, the first nurse of the

250whole study of letters” (Metalogicon 1.13). Concerned with far more than the
production of correct writing and speech, “grammar worked in concert with
textual analysis” (Copeland and Sluiter 19). As such, recent scholarship in the
history of rhetoric has sought to explore the connections between the arts of
the Trivium. Gabriele Knappe, for instance, has argued that “the main

255influence on rhetorical strategies in Anglo-Saxon literature has its foundation
in the rhetorical aspect of grammar teaching” (Knappe, “Rhetorical Aspect”
20). In another essay exploring the subject, Knappe argues “grammars seem
from very early on to have a distinct tradition from the rhetorical treatises;
but it is not impossible that they originate in rhetorical teaching” (Knappe,

260“Classical Rhetoric” 10). Grammatical and rhetorical study, then, are inti-
mately related; at the least it would not be possible to study one without the
other, and Knappe suggests that medieval grammar may in fact have been
informed by the study of classical rhetoric.

It thus seems necessary to consider the nature and character of gramma-
265tical education alongside rhetorical education in antiquity and Anglo-Saxon

England in order to better understand how those traditions intersect. Jeffrey
Walker, in summarizing the typical trajectory of grammatical and rhetorical
education in antiquity, notes that “Elementary education [. . .] extended from
roughly age seven to fourteen” and focused primarily on “basic literacy

270training and the study of literature”(Genuine Teachers 4). Students would
then study with rhetoricians, who would provide instruction in “progymnas-
mata [and] the basic elements of discourse” (Walker, Genuine Teachers 4).
The progymnasmata themselves revolved around activities such as “listening
to readings, reading aloud, paraphrase, elaboration” and many others, with

275the goal of developing “an internalized knowledge, a habitude, a crafted
intuition, [and] a trained capacity for improvisational invention” (Walker,
Genuine Teachers 26, 37). In many ways drawing on Walker’s attempt to
reconstruct the techne of Isocrates, I offer the following examples from John
Asser’s life of King Ælfrēd in an attempt to illustrate the educational context

280of Anglo-Saxon England and its similarities to the methods and goals of early
education in antiquity. Asser discusses the education of the king and his
children several times, and while the discussion is not pedagogically detailed,
it does offer some points of comparison between educational practices of the
classical period and Anglo-Saxon England. These comparisons help to illu-

285minate the similarities between these two periods, as well as the intersections
of grammatical and rhetorical education.
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King Ælfrēd was illiterate throughout much of his rule of England, though
he would later acquire literacy in both Old English and Latin, and ultimately
translate a variety of Latin religious and intellectual works into the vernacu-

290lar. John Asser’s life of Ælfrēd reports that the king regretted his lack of
education early in his rule, and thus resolved to gather a group of learned
men from both England and continental Europe to improve educational
opportunities, a goal that extended beyond the nobility and into monastic
and vernacular circles. Ælfrēd’s children thus received a thorough education.

295Asser notes:

Æthelwerd, the youngest of all, as a result of the divine wisdom and remarkable
foresight of the king, was given over to training in reading and writing under the
attentive care of teachers, in company with all of the nobly born children of
virtually the entire area, and a good many of lesser birth as well. In this school,

300books in both languages—that is to say, Latin and English—were carefully read;
they also devoted themselves to writing, to such an extent that, even before they
had the requisite strength for manly skills (hunting, that is, and other skills
appropriate to noblemen), they were seen to be devoted and intelligent students
of the liberal arts.9 (Asser 90)

305The children in these schools were educated at a young age, when they
appear to have practiced both reading and producing compositions. Asser
continues by describing the children as eager readers, who made use of texts
in both Latin and the vernacular. He notes in a later section that the king too
enjoyed learning and even reciting poetry, especially learning Saxon poems

310by heart. This section highlights the relative similarities between the early
educational program described by Walker and the educational system which
seems to have been in place in Anglo-Saxon England. Both emphasized early
childhood study in poetry and prose works, hearing the readings of others,
memorization, reciting readings oneself, producing poetic and prose compo-

315sitions, and working with other educators in particular fields according to
their specialty. The only major difference is that Asser does not specifically
mention rhetoric or the progymnasmata. As such, it does not seem improb-
able that rhetorical and grammatical education could have coexisted in
Anglo-Saxon England, as Knappe and others have argued. As would be the

320case throughout medieval Europe, rhetoric and grammar seem to be com-
plementary fields of study in Anglo-Saxon England.

Opposition to this claim has mainly focused on the absence of concrete
manuscript evidence, as mentioned above (Kraus). While Knappe admits a
lack of concrete manuscript evidence of the ancient progymnasmata in

325Anglo-Saxon England, she nonetheless persuasively argues for the influence
of Priscian’s adaption of Hermogenes in particular, noting that the Anglo-
Saxon poem The Dream of the Rood bears remarkable resemblance to
discussions of impersonation from Priscian and other progymnasmata texts
(Knappe, “Rhetorical Aspect” 31). Her advocacy for Priscian’s adaptation is
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330based in the grammatical and literary evidence from the period. She notes,
“Although there is no definite evidence this textbook [Priscian’s adaptation
of Hermogenes] was known to the Anglo-Saxons, the potential value of these
basic exercises with their intermediate position between rhetoric and gram-
mar cannot be doubted” (Knappe, “Classical Rhetoric” 26). I proceed from

335the premise that some elements of the progymnasmata tradition were in fact
available in the Anglo-Saxon period, if not Priscian’s entire adaptation. While
this is an assumption on my part, I believe sufficient evidence exists to justify
the acceptance of this premise. In light of Ælfrīc’s own acknowledgments and
the manuscript work of scholars such as Manfred Kraus and Knappe

340(“Manuscript Evidence”), it appears the most likely sources of the progym-
nasmata in Anglo-Saxon England are therefore Priscian (who translated the
Greek educational program of Hermogenes into Latin) and Isidore of Seville
(Knappe, “Classical Rhetoric”). These two sources of the progymnasmata
tradition will be the object of my study and comparison with the Colloquy.

345What was transmitted to Ælfrīc and others of the period was likely
incomplete: rather than the full, 14-step educational process the Greeks and
Romans would have recognized, Ælfrīc and others would likely have known
only a more limited program of those exercises mentioned in Isidore’s
Etymologies or from fragments of Priscian’s translations (Kraus). Isidore’s

350Etymologies offer short explanations of maxims and chreia; a fairly complete
explanation of confirmation and refutation, particularly in regards to fable; a
short treatment of ethopoeia; and a summary of various topics. Priscian’s
adaptation of Hermogenes covers fable, chreia, ethopoeia, maxim, refutation
and confirmation, commonplace, encomia, ekphrasis, thesis, and laws, all

355relatively completely (Murphy, “Habit”). However, Priscian’s adaptation
was not always transmitted in its full form. Manfred Kraus has noted that
the fragmentation of the progymnasmata resulted in only scattered or indi-
vidual exercises becoming integrated into medieval educational programs;
however, while the complete program was indeed fragmented, with some

360exercises such as attacks on laws having little practical use in Anglo-Saxon
England, and others presumably lost due to the destruction of manuscripts,
the exercises that were transmitted were adapted and deployed in unique and
interesting ways.

The availability of some of Priscian’s grammatical works to Ælfrīc is also
365near certain: Luke Reinsma has found ample evidence in Ælfrīc’s Grammar

of this intellectual debt, at least in terms of Priscian’s grammatical texts. He
concludes: “There is no question that Ælfrīc and his contemporaries knew
the grammars of Aelius Donatus” and of Priscian (Reinsma 401). Indeed,
Priscian was one of the most commonly available authors throughout the

370Middle Ages, with nearly one thousand manuscripts attributed to him
surviving across Europe (Kraus; Reinsma). At least 24 of these manuscripts
contain Priscian’s adaptation of Hermogenes, and many of these are
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contemporary with Ælfrīc in time period if not geographic proximity
(Lanham, “Writing Instruction” 85; Kraus). Note that this does not necessa-

375rily mean Priscian’s adaptation of Hermogenes was available to Ælfrīc: I
mean only to highlight the relative availability of Priscian’s work, which
was no doubt even greater in Ælfrīc’s time than in our own. Contemporary
scholarship, however, has ascribed early medieval interest in Priscian’s texts
as primarily grammatical, without acknowledging the rhetorical aspects of

380this form of education. Yet, we must question such an assessment in the
context of an intellectual culture that largely assimilated grammar, rhetoric,
and hermeneutics. As Gabriele Knappe notes, “the rhetorical prescriptions in
Priscian’s Praeexercitamina are not unlikely to have been part of the rheto-
rical aspect of Anglo-Saxon grammar teaching, thus complementing the

385teaching of techniques of text production based on literary models”
(“Classical Rhetoric” 26).

The Colloquy was likely meant to be utilized in tandem with Ælfrīc’s
grammatical texts as a rhetorical supplement to classroom education in
similar ways. The use of the Colloquy as rhetorical exercise likely depended

390upon aspects of classroom instruction that are not recoverable via manu-
script evidence—exercises such as reading aloud, offering critique, and pen-
ning short compositions.10 As such, my argument is not primarily concerned
with demonstrating an unbroken manuscript transmission of the complete
classical progymnasmata tradition, but rather with how what was transmitted

395was adapted, repurposed, and deployed in a uniquely Anglo-Saxon educa-
tional and rhetorical context. Regardless of the ultimate source of inspiration
for the text, it is this essay’s argument that, as a model for students of
rhetoric, Ælfrīc’s Colloquy demonstrates processes of invention, argumenta-
tion, and style through three main exercises: fable, ethopoeia, and theoretical

400thesis/comparison. The Colloquy models these exercises not only to teach
rhetoric as an art of speaking, argument or persuasion, but also to demon-
strate the ideal role of rhetoric and the rhetorician in Anglo-Saxon society.

Progymnasmata and moral education

In addition to the progymnasmata’s grammatical and rhetorical roles, the
405Colloquy retains the Greco-Roman progymnasmata’s moral and civic empha-

sis as well. As Craig Gibson states regarding the classical exercises, “good
citizenship was taught [through the progymnasmata], not as a vague ideal,
but as a moral and religious duty” that would have been familiar to Anglo-
Saxon Christians (5). However, the role of these exercises in Anglo-Saxon

410society shifts from training elite, landed men who would speak and debate in
public forums, to educating men from many tiers of society who must
interact in far more communal yet simultaneously less democratic settings,
be they educational, religious, or secular. Since educated men in the Anglo-
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Saxon period would likely have been Christian monks (who were drawn from
415various class backgrounds), court advisers and nobility, or traveling religious

figures, Ælfrīc’s Colloquy takes on an overtly Christian focus centered on
public spaces such as the village and the monastery. The result is a rhetorical
educational program that is less agonistic, but retains central pedagogical and
thematic elements of the ancient Greek progymnasmata.

420That education, particularly rhetorical education, has the ability to influ-
ence moral character and civic participation is perhaps an accepted common-
place. Arthur Walzer notes that “it is not an exaggeration to characterize the
history of rhetoric as a twenty-four-hundred-year reflection on citizen edu-
cation” (113). Cicero and Quintilian both assert a prominent role for rheto-

425rical education in civil society—training the “vir bonus” speaking well. Craig
Gibson too has argued that in a progymnasmatic program along with
“instruction in form and technique necessarily came instruction in content,
as teachers transmitted the values of elite culture to their young students”
who would then engage in practice that cemented their place in an upper-

430class, male, and landed civic society (4). In Gibson’s view, the progymnas-
mata assert something about what it means to be an ancient Greek citizen—
that is, how should behavior be judged in the Greek public sphere, and upon
what criteria? Ideally, through the course of instruction and engagement with
the progymnasmata, the ancient Greek rhetor should learn to answer these

435questions. The Colloquy deigns to answer similar questions: an orientation
that will become clear through a close reading of the text.

The Colloquy as fable

At its core, the progymnasmatic tradition is based in the idea that simpler
exercises should precede the more complex. The exercises were explicitly

440ordered to scaffold the development of the student as a writer, thinker, and
speaker. Fables were one of the earliest exercises assigned, often ordered after
anecdote, or as the very first exercise. Priscian notes that fables are “what
orators first offer to children, because they can easily introduce impression-
able young minds to the better things”11 (Priscian 53). Aside from delivering

445a moral or lesson, the fable was an extremely flexible format for composition,
as fables were open to expansion, compression, and explanation—exercises
that asked students to alter earlier compositions or the compositions of
others in order to improve their own skills. As Francisco R. Adrados has
argued, medieval “fables were devoted to teaching [. . .] [offering] the cus-

450tomary exempla of the Progymnasmata of the rhetoricians” (395). However,
those same stories were also subject to refutation on the basis of believability,
presence of the unfamiliar, inconsistency, falseness, and other criteria, which
would further test the students and their development as learners. Ælfrīc’s
Colloquy is interesting in its utterly simple, familiar, and believable characters
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455and settings. Rather than dealing with historical or mythological examples, as
is often common in Greek or Latin progymnasmata programs, Ælfrīc bases
his examples in familiar professions and the village as a social space. As a
model document produced by an established educator, this is perhaps
expected; Ælfrīc was composing effective examples for his students. The

460need for good models and imitation is foundational to both the sophistic
and progymnasmata traditions.

However, despite Ælfrīc’s changes in character and setting, the fable
crafted within the Colloquy is not divorced from the classical tradition. The
Colloquy shares its structure and moral with an Aesopic fable “The Belly and

465the Members.” As Edward Wheatley notes, both Priscian and Quintilian “cite
Aesop as the originary name associated with fable,” though most fables
available in the Middle Ages, though based on the original fables of Aesop,
were in fact composed later by Avianus (37). While the original tales of
Aesop were unlikely to be in circulation, there is much evidence to support a

470continued tradition of fable production and adaptation, particularly within
the realm of grammatical education (Wheatley; Adrados). Adaptation of
fables was thus an accepted component of grammatical pedagogy. Through
expansion, and a variety of speeches in character, Ælfrīc’s model document
seeks to establish a synthesis of a variety of progymnasmata exercises, altering

475the original fable considerably. In doing so, the model document fits pro-
gymnasmata criteria of believability and familiarity. The tale, which is quite
short in the original, is as follows:

One fine day it occurred to the Members of the Body that they were doing all the
work and the Belly was having all the food. So they held a meeting, and after a long

480discussion, decided to strike work till the Belly consented to take its proper share
of the work. So for a day or two, the Hands refused to take the food, the Mouth
refused to receive it, and the Teeth had no work to do. But after a day or two the
Members began to find that they themselves were not in a very active condition:
the Hands could hardly move, and the Mouth was all parched and dry, while the

485Legs were unable to support the rest. So thus they found that even the Belly in its
dull quiet way was doing necessary work for the Body, and that all must work
together or the Body will go to pieces. (Aesop)

The dialogue of the Colloquy is an extended example of this fable. By
engaging in expansion, one of the typical progymnasmatic exercises, the

490Colloquy offers an abundance of sample speeches and therefore model texts
for his students to work with. In the expanded fable, the students with their
various professions take the place of the members of the body; the plowman
from the beginning of the Colloquy takes the place of the belly. Ælfrīc’s
document is interesting in that it adapts a perhaps unfamiliar story for a

495young audience. Rather than drawing from an unknown Greek tradition,
Ælfrīc uses the Anglo-Saxon village as the basis for his morality tale. Familiar
village workers stand in for the personified members, creating a more
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relatable tale for the document’s young audience. In this version of the story,
“each member of the fraternity helps the others by his craft” (Anderson 211).

500Despite the difference in setting and character, the ultimate moral of the
fable is the same: the lawyer concludes that food is most important for the
village (the body) and thus the plowman is deserving of the village’s respect;
as the lawyer notes in the Colloquy, “the plow feeds us all” (Ælfrīc 39).
However, the lawyer also notes that all of the other professions have their

505own important functions as well, just as the Aesopic fable suggests each
member serves its own important function to the body. The fable expressed
in the Colloquy serves to idealize a form of communal life that would have
been important to encourage in children who may very well have entered
monasteries in their later years. The Rule of Saint Benedict, for instance,

510recommends that if a matter must be decided in a monastery “all should be
called for counsel [because] the Lord often reveals to the younger what is
best. Let the brethren give their advice with all the deference required by
humility, and not presume stubbornly to defend their opinions” (St. Benedict
Chapter 3). Children, then, would be expected to learn early on the standards

515of decorum that would accompany opportunities for public speaking, and
these standards were informed by Benedictine rule. Manuscript evidence also
suggests these two texts were meant to be read and considered together; an
interlinear gloss of the Rule of Saint Benedict accompanies the Colloquy in
the Cotton Tiberius manuscript. As Earl Anderson notes, “it is possible for us

520to see the unifying theme of the Colloquy as an expression of the Benedictine
monastic ideal, derived from the Rule” and offering opportunities for the
young learners to see such regulations applied practically in various social
contexts (Anderson 210). In contrast to the highly competitive cultures of
Greece and Rome, the students of Anglo-Saxon England are encouraged to

525aim for acceptance and concession. Hence we see the lawyer offer not so
much an answer to his master’s original question, but rather a statement that
recognizes the work of all parties: “If you be priest, or monk, or layman, or
solider, exercise yourself in this, and be what you are; because it is a great
damage and shame for a person to be unwilling to be what they ought to be”

530(Ælfrīc 41). Their rhetoric is not one of agonism but instead of accord. As
Anderson notes regarding the debate between the workers:

The dispute is resolved, probably not without influence from the commonplaces of
the ‘gifts of men’ and the ‘three estates’ but more especially as an expression of the
Benedictine ideal, by an affirmation of the need for a harmoniously unified society

535which is devoted to the service of God and in which each craftsman works in his
own way for the benefit of the whole. (Anderson 212)

Rather than emphasizing the debate between the various professions, the
Colloquy instead focuses on the peaceful resolution of the conflict in a way
that honors all involved, while simultaneously reinforcing an existing theory
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540of social order known as the three estates. The estates—the clergy, soldiers,
and laborers—each have distinct responsibilities to their society, and the
fulfillment of these responsibilities is to be valued, regardless of social posi-
tion or class.

The Colloquy as Ethopoeia

545Thus far, this essay has shown how Ælfrīc’s Colloquy uses progymnasmata
exercises such as fable in order to create a more familiar rhetorical education
program for Anglo-Saxon students in the Middle Ages, as well as how that
fable could serve to reaffirm aspects of Anglo-Saxon society. The Colloquy
also utilizes the rhetorical exercise speech in character, or as it is called by

550Priscian, impersonation (in Greek ethopoeia). Priscian distinguishes between
impersonation of particular or indefinite subjects, among other categories.
The primary use of impersonation in the Colloquy is the indefinite; that is, it
is concerned with speeches composed in response to a general scenario rather
than with the particulars of a specific historical situation. The students in the

555Colloquy thus do not speak as a particular lawyer or blacksmith, but rather as
members of those professions in general. Such speeches in character serve as
a mode of expansion for fables, a tactic apparent in the Colloquy. These
speeches have the goal of providing a variety of sample texts for students to
critique according to various progymnasmata exercises of confirmation and

560refutation.
Fable and impersonation are closely related in that speeches delivered in

character are often recommended as a method for expanding fables,
speeches, and other narratives. Priscian advocates for this approach: specifi-
cally, Priscian uses the example of fable in which apes wish to found a city. In

565the original fable only the most important details are recounted, such as the
initial desire to build a city and the reminder by the older ape that walls
would make them all easier to catch. To expand the fable, Priscian notes that,
“you may draw out the oration in this way by lingering over details, telling
how the vote was taken, and developing in the same way the speech of the

570old ape”12 (Priscian 54). In the expanded form of the example fable,
Priscian’s tale of apes and cities is expanded to include a speech in defense
of city-founding with its own reasoning and justification. Ælfrīc seems to be
following this format in his adaptation and expansion of the Aesopic fable
previously discussed. By assigning each of the workers (each stands in for a

575member of the body) their own speeches, Ælfrīc builds from the advice
offered in progymnasmata texts and composes a thoroughly expanded
model fable on which his students might base their own compositions or
practice the more advanced skills of attacking or defending a fable. Whereas
the original Aesopic tale has no speakers, only a narrator, the Colloquy relies

580on a series of individual speakers. The Colloquy demonstrates both the goal
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of fable as an exercise, as well as how that exercise might be adapted for new
formats and stories. Furthermore, it adds additional criteria to the fable on
which it might be judged, such as the effectiveness of the expansion and the
believability of the various speeches, giving Ælfrīc’s students more opportu-

585nities to critique and learn from the piece.
A common progymnasmata exercise is the confirmation or refutation of a

composition. As such, Ælfrīc’s students may have also found themselves
critiquing the believability of the impersonations offered within the text.
Priscian notes that one must “be careful to preserve the character and the

590times being imagined: some words are appropriate to the young, some to the
old, some to the joyful, some to the sad”13 (Priscian 64). Since Ælfrīc’s
educational documents show as much concern for vocabulary as they do
for grammar, crafting distinct speech for each character could have been
emphasized, perhaps serving a dual purpose in conjunction with language

595training (Law). For Priscian, appropriate impersonation requires knowledge
of both the speaker’s passions and manners. Passions refer to the speaker’s
emotional state; manners refers to the speaker’s upbringing. For instance,
Priscian provides the example of the first time a person from the country sees
a sailing ship as an instance in which manners would prevail in impersona-

600tion: that is, one would expect the country dweller to be surprised by such a
thing, and an effective impersonation would reflect that emotion. Ælfrīc has
presented a relatively simple task for his students’ impersonations. While the
students certainly must consider character, Priscian’s first category, they
would not have had to consider time period (another factor addressed by

605Priscian) as the implied time period appears to be Ælfrīc’s present. Moreover,
the students would not have to consider passions as much as manners: by
asking students to evaluate impersonation based on the highly variable
criteria of social class and profession, the students are forced to think more
about the latter than the former. As we will see in the coming sections, the

610differentiation of each character through manners is quite distinct.
The striking characterization of the Colloquy has been noted by scholars

such as Earl Anderson, who compares the bold hunter, bolstered by his king’s
support, with the timid fisherman, who must always provide for himself.
Thus, further criterion of believability is introduced through the behavior

615and manners of each individual speaker, with the quality of each distinct
impersonation subject to review by Ælfrīc’s students. In short, the main
purpose of the individualized speeches of each character is to provide
students with many small sample texts to refute or confirm according to
the several criteria offered by the progymnasmata. Both the plowman and the

620merchant’s impersonations help to illuminate the differences in power within
society; as such, the accuracy of their presentation as workers would be a
relatively simple category on which to base a confirmation or refutation.
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Isidore suggests that an effective ethopoeia is achieved when the text or
oration fits a “man’s character, age, interests, rank, pleasures, sex, habits,

625[and] courage” (2.14). Pirates should give speeches that are “bold, abrupt,
and daring” while women should give speeches “consistent with the
sex”(2.14). Regrettably, how Isidore might handle the speech of a female
pirate is a neglected topic within the text. Priscian notes that speeches
“dealing with manners are speeches in which the speaker’s way of life takes

630hold”14 (Priscian 65). In short, determining the effectiveness of a given
impersonation depends largely on doxa, as the consistency of the impersona-
tion depends on how that character fits into common opinion. In the case of
Ælfrīc’s plowman, the character consistently projects a persona of oppression
and misery. The plowman has no freedoms; he occupies the lowest rung of

635society and owes everything to his lord. When the school master asks the
plowman to describe his work, he responds by stating: “I labor quite hard
[. . .]. By no means is it such a rough winter that I dare lay hidden in my
home, out of fear of my lord [. . .] indeed, it is a great work, for I am not
free”15 (Ælfrīc 20–21). Confirmation and refutation exercises ask students to

640present evidence for or against the effectiveness of a composition. Ælfrīc’s
students, then, would be expected to determine if this portrayal fit common
opinion regarding plowmen and laborers; is this character believable and
appropriate? This determination would be the basis for any refutations or
confirmations made by the student. However, the plowman does present a

645consistent class-based personality, and thus attempts to fit into Priscian’s
injunctions regarding the importance of manners to impersonation.

The plowman is also quite distinct in his speech from the many profes-
sions of other social classes presented in the Colloquy. For example, the
merchant exhibits a far more independent and confident personality, perhaps

650appropriate to his greater wealth and freedoms. When asked by the master
about his value to society, the merchant responds “I say I am useful to the
king, and to the leaders, and to the rich men, and to all people.”16 (Ælfrīc 33)
The merchant, in contrast to the plowman, is sure of his value. When asked if
he sells his goods for the price at which he purchased them, he nearly scoffs

655at the master, stating “What then would my labor profit me? I wish to sell
here dearer than I buy in that place”17 (Ælfrīc 34). Unlike the plowman, the
merchant travels extensively in search of his goods in order to complete his
work. The manners this character presents are quite distinct, as the merchant
has seen far more of the world than the plowman and presumably also

660possesses more wealth. In part, this passage seems to indicate the merchant’s
lack of social obligation to a noble or lord as well. Unlike the plowman, he
does not owe allegiance directly to a master. Ælfrīc’s students would be asked
to assess to believability of this impersonation based on the criteria of
manners and others; in short, how does this portrayal conform to Anglo-

665Saxon doxa?
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Reading, confirming, refuting, and even composing such impersonations
would have allowed Ælfrīc’s students to practice a variety of skills, rhetorical
and otherwise, such as invention, style, tone, vocabulary, and grammar.
However, beyond practice in writing, grammar, and rhetoric, impersonation

670can be said to have a distinct moral and social purpose that encouraged
identification with the experience of others. Identification through imitation
is common in many rhetorical traditions, especially the sophistic (Hawhee).
However, rhetorical imitation became increasingly concerned with the mod-
eling and acquisition of virtue, especially within the realm of civic life.

675Quintilian suggests that “imitation [. . .] not be confined to words. We
ought to contemplate what propriety was observed by those great men,
with regards to persons and things” (Institutio Oratoria 10.2.27). As
Kathleen Lamp has argued, “Early imperial [Roman] rhetoric [. . .] was
based largely on the practice of imitation,” with the goal of modeling “ideal

680practices of citizenship” (47). Medieval pedagogy expanded both the goals
and models of rhetorical imitation. As Marjorie Curry Woods notes in her
essay, “Weeping for Dido: Epilogue on a Premodern Rhetorical Exercise in a
Postmodern Classroom,” male students were often assigned impersonations
of (particularly female) characters who are “in a state of severe emotional

685agitation” in order “to examine the psychological as well as the technical
aspects of rhetorical techniques” (Woods 284). Using an example shared by
Augustine in the Confessions, Woods notes that medieval students might
even participate in contests to compose the most appropriate ethopoeia for a
given character in a given situation (Woods, “Weeping” 285). However, the

690main focus of ethopoeia is not on competition but on the ability of the
composing student to identify psychologically and emotionally with a given
character, and to reflect that identification through the use of language and
rhetoric (Woods, “Boys Will Be Women”). Woods notes that Augustine was
assigned as a child to deliver speeches as if he were the goddess Juno. Later

695descriptions of ethopoeia offered by Augustine in his Confessions frequently
refer to his identification with Dido (founder and first queen of Carthage,
and character in Virgil’s Aeneid, known for slaying herself upon a funeral
pyre) and her pain and loss, seemingly relating more closely to her experi-
ence through the creative process of representing her through his composi-

700tions. That Anglo-Saxon students might have completed similar exercises is
not hard to believe: indeed, it could be easy to see the value in a noble or
young monk learning to identify more closely with the plowman and his
suffering due to his work through the long winters. Monasteries were not
sealed off from the world; they engaged in trade and their members came

705from a variety of backgrounds. In completing such exercises, Anglo-Saxon
students might be encouraged to recognize the value of the work undertaken
by the members of the other estates, reaffirming both a social hierarchy and
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set of religious ideals. While the students were certainly learning grammar
and rhetoric, it seems they may also have been practicing empathy as well.

710The Colloquy as thesis and comparison

Thus far, this essay has focused on the Colloquy as an example of a fable
expanded through the inclusion of speeches in character; it has also
explored the importance of those individual impersonations for the pro-
gymnasmatic exercises of confirmation and refutation on the basis of

715manners and common opinion. I will conclude by examining the text as
an example of theoretical thesis and comparison, exploring the distinct
model of rhetorical and moral education Ælfrīc’s Colloquy offers. Priscian
refers to thesis as positio, noting that it deals with “the consideration of
some general question which relates to no particular person or other

720circumstantial consideration, like a debate over whether sailing or getting
married or studying philosophy is good, without asking for whom”18

(Priscian 66). Aelius Theon also uses considerations of marriage as an
example of thesis, noting “there is no difference if someone discusses (the
practical question) whether one should marry [. . .] and (the theoretical

725question) whether marriage should be chosen or avoided” (Theon 56).
Since the debates included within the Colloquy are not directed toward
any particular audience (i.e. which profession would be best for Wulfstan)
the text thus addresses a theoretical thesis: which of the professions is
most valuable in general? This issue is made clear when the master asks

730the lawyer, “What have you to tell us, wise man? Which craft among these
seems superior to you?” (Ælfrīc 39).

The consideration of theses often depends on the exercise of compar-
ison. In Priscian’s adaptation of Hermogenes, he explains the role of
comparison within the progymnasmata, noting that “comparison is the

735bringing together of similar things or different things, or a cross reference
of greater things to lesser things or lesser things to greater,”19 which
orators learn to deploy as a basic technique in all manners of discourse
(Priscian 63). Priscian notes that comparison is useful for a variety of
topics, including comparing “one race to another, or food to food, or

740professions to professions”20 (63). The Colloquy, as is perhaps clear, is a
comparison of various professions with the goal of determining which
craft is the best for Anglo-Saxon society. This type of comparison Priscian
calls duplex, or “double,” as it directly compares two or more items within
a category. As Priscian notes, “if we debate whether wrestling should be

745practiced, our consideration is simple; but if we ask whether wrestling
should be preferred over farming, it is twofold”21 (67). A double compar-
ison, then, is direct and compares known items within categories, like
professions. The answer to this double comparison is relatively clear and
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provided through the lawyer’s extended speech on the value of the plow-
750man: every profession is important, but if one must choose, food is most

important for life and therefore “plowman” is the most important profes-
sion. Indeed, the moral of the lawyer’s fable is that all workers should
accept their lots in life and strive to be their best within that profession—
his ultimate conclusion is essentially that such an argument is unnecessary

755and that peace and concord must be reached. The resolution of the
question comes about by denying the question’s validity.

However, in addition to comparisons of professions, the students in the
Colloquy are also asked to compare more abstract concepts, such as types of
wisdom. Indeed, how and what the students wish to learn is a central theme

760of the text. These considerations—the means and ends of learning—are more
akin to what Priscian terms “civil questions” or “those which relate to the
common good”22 (Priscian 66). The questions raised by the dialogue are just
as related to morality and norms of public participation as they are to
grammar and language acquisition. Such a focus speaks, I believe, to the

765Colloquy’s role in what might be more recognizable as a form of moral and
rhetorical education, a traditional role of the classical progymnasmata. The
students in the Colloquy are asked to consider the role of rhetoric within
society, a question directly echoing one of Priscian’s examples of a “civil
question:” that is, “whether rhetoric should be taught” (Priscian 66). The

770monk in the dialogue of the Colloquy asks the students not only to debate the
merits of professions, but also to define the role of trained speaking in the
development of wisdom in a Christian society; in doing so, he articulates the
traditional anxieties that have been associated with rhetorical training since
the ancient sophists. The students are presented with one of the most time-

775less debates within the history of rhetoric: do they wish to be, in their
master’s words, manipulative “shape-changers, clever in speaking, sly, full
of cunning, good speakers and poor thinkers” (Ælfrīc 43)? Or rather, do they
wish to use their training in grammar and rhetoric for “good,” speaking truth
to others?

780The Colloquy’s use of the term “shape-changers” (uersipelles) in this con-
text is interesting to note. The Old English used is in this context is prættige
(the root of the Modern English pretty), which has only the senses of “sly,
cunning, tricky, wily” and not the sense of physical change and metamor-
phoses offered by uersipelles. Yet this sense of physical transformation in

785response to various situations conveyed by the Latin text is reminiscent of
discussions of Greek sophistic training practices. As Debra Hawhee notes in
her discussion of the octopus as a representation of sophistic metis, the
animal is “a figure of cunning polymorphousness, [representing] a modality
of response constantly bound up in its flexible, adaptive movement between

790things [. . .] an affinity for tricks and disguises” (Hawhee 56–7). Such an
orientation toward language and rhetoric clashes with the typically medieval
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Augustinian conception of rhetoric, bound as it is in the expression and
dissemination of Christian truth. The students are thus presented with a
choice; do they accept the form of (sophistic) rhetoric and wisdom presented

795to them by the master? Or rather, do they posit their own definition of
trained speaking and writing?

In their piety, the students of course choose the latter. In contrast to the
uersipelles rhetor proposed by the master, the students wish to be simplices
sine hipochrisi, simple and without hypocrisy (Ælfrīc 43). Their identity as

800rhetors is defined in opposition to the sophistic definition forwarded by their
master. The master’s questioning serves to set up a more complex considera-
tion of theoretical thesis than the comparison of professions. Rather than
changing and multi-formed, the students wish to be constant and straightfor-
ward, a point reinforced by their choice of vocabulary and diction. In

805contrast to the master’s long list of qualities possessed by the shape-changing
speaker, the students define for themselves a relatively simple role and
identity: they state, “We wish to be simple and without hypocrisy (simplices
sine hipochrisi), and wise in order to avoid evil and accomplish good” (Ælfrīc
43). The stakes of language learning in the Colloquy are higher than the

810acquisition of another language; rhetorical and grammatical training shape
broader practices of citizenship and public engagement, idealizing certain
forms of participation and expression. As Craig Gibson has suggested,
progymnasmata exercises ask students to consider “what shared principals
may human actions and attitudes” be evaluated upon (5). While these

815principals—sophistic metis, agonistic deliberation, communal consensus—
may change in accordance with political and cultural shifts, the methods by
which these principals were taught were remarkably consistent. The Colloquy
clearly suggests an idealized public identity which Ælfrīc’s students would be
asked to internalize.

820Thus, a variety of the topics addressed through comparison and thesis in
the Colloquy are related to suggested topics from Priscian’s progymnasmata
program; that is, the double comparison of types of professions, and the “civil
question” of if and how rhetoric should be taught. The idealized responses of
the students in the Colloquy help to model appropriate forms of public

825behavior and opinion in relation to education. Taken alongside the other
evidence presented in this essay, these similarities to progymnasmata pro-
grams of antiquity suggest an intellectual debt that offers support for the
continuity of basic rhetorical instruction through early grammatical educa-
tion. These similarities suggest the Colloquy may have been composed as

830model text meant to be utilized in a basic progymnasmata program informed
by elements of the classical tradition. As in antiquity, these exercises served a
greater purpose than simply grammatical or rhetorical education; they sought
also to cultivate and reinforce social norms.
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Conclusions

835In this essay, I have attempted to make a case for the continued influence of the
progymnasmata of antiquity within the teaching of rhetoric and the language
arts in Anglo-Saxon England. Through a comparison of the Colloquy to two
likely sources of inspiration—Priscian’s adaptation of Hermogenes and Isidore’s
Etymologies—I hope to have drawn attention to the similarities in use of fable,

840ethopoeia, and considerations of theoretical thesis. These similarities speak to the
need to seriously consider the progymnasmata as a potential influence on the
Colloquy, as well as on Anglo-Saxon grammatical and rhetorical educationmore
broadly. Beyond these connections to the classical progymnasamta programs
and texts, the Colloquy also seeks to both idealize a form of communal life

845dependent on consensus and cooperation and encourage identification with
others though the progymnasmata exercises of fable and ethopoeia. Ælfrīc’s
students thus would have learned not only how to invent and compose such
genres, but also to internalize the moral and civic messages communicated
through such genres—messages supporting the ideal of communal monastic

850life and the existing social order of the three estates. The exercises and goals of
student engagement with Ælfrīc’s Colloquy could very well have resembled the
goals of Greco-Roman rhetorical education through childhood engagement
with the progymnasmata, though the lessons are of course applied to different
religious and practical ends.

855In summary, this essay has set out to demonstrate that Ælfrīc’s Colloquy
may have served not only as an aide to grammatical education, but also
rhetorical education in the spirit of the progymnasmata of antiquity and the
Second Sophistic. In doing so, I have attempted to draw attention to the
nuanced ways that the document seeks to model invention, composition, and

860the transmission of standards for moral and civic behavior. These nuances
suggest that the Colloquy very well could have been composed with an eye
toward integrating it as model text into a basic progymnasmata program for
rhetorical education. Through a close examination of historical sources
detailing educational practices and the availability of manuscripts, I have

865attempted to shed light on the great many similarities between classical and
Anglo-Saxon early education. These conclusions speak to the need to further
consider the intersections of rhetorical and grammatical education in the
Middle Ages, especially as they relate to moral and civil education.

Notes

8701. All translations from the Colloquy are my own, from the Latin.
2. Quid dicis tu, sapiens? Que ars tibi uidetur inter istas prior esse?
3. Dico tibi, mihi uidetur seruitium Dei inter istas artes primatum tenere, sicut legitur in

euangelio: “Primum querite regnum Dei et iustitiam eius, et hec omnia adicientur
uobis”
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8754. It is unclear from the manuscript whether the smith is actually interjecting here, or if
the lawyer is merely speaking as the smith and other craftspeople: an impersonation
within an impersonation.

5. Agricultura, quia arator nos omnes pascit. Ferrarius dicit: unde aratori uomer aut
culter, qui nec stimulum habet nisi ex arta mea? Unde piscatori hamus? Aut sutori

880subula, siue sartori acus? Nonne ex meo opere? Consiliarius respondit, uereum quidem
dicis, sed omnibus nobis carius est hospitari apud te aratorem quam apud te, quia
arator dat nobis panem et potum; tu, quid das nobis in officina tua nisi ferreas scintillas
et sonitus tundentium malleorum et flantium follium? Lignarius dicit: quis uestrum
non utitur arte mea, cum domos et diuersa uasa et naues omnibus fabrico? Ferrarius

885respondit: O, lignarie, cur sic loqueris, cum nec saltem unum foramen sine arte mea
uales facere?

6. Siue sis sacerdos, siue monachus, seu laicus, seu miles, exerce temet ipsum in hoc, et
esto quod es; quia magnum dampnum et uerecundia est homini nolle esse quod est et
quod esse debet.

8907. Qua sapientia? Uultis esse uersipelles aut milleformes in medaciis, astuti in loquelis,
astuti, uersuti, bene loquentes et male coitantes, dulcibus uerbis dediti [. . .].

8. Uolumus esse simplices sine hipochrisi, et sapientes ut declinemus a malo et faciamus
bona.

9. Translation is from Keynes and Lapidge (Asser). Aethelweard, omnibus iunior, ludis
895literariae disciplinae, divino consilio et admirabili regis providentia, cum omnibus pene

totius regionis nobilibus infantibus et etiam multis ignobilibus, sub diligenti magis-
trorum cura traditus est. In qua schola utriusque linguae libri, Latinae scilicet et
Saxonicae, assidue legebantur, scriptioni quoque vacabant, ita, ut antequam aptas
humanis artibus vires haberent, venatoriae scilicet et ceteris artibus, quae nobilibus

900conveniunt, in liberalibus artibus studiosi et ingeniosi viderentur.
10. Student compositions were often written on wax tablets, and are thus not generally

maintained in the archaeological record.
11. Translations of Priscian are from Joseph Miller, “Fundamentals Adapted from

Hermogenes.” Fabula est oratio ficta uerisimili dispositione imaginem exhibens uer-
905itatis. ideo autem hanc primam tradere pueris solent oratores, quia animas eorum

adhuc molles ad meliores facile uias instituunt [. . .].
12. Et sic proferes orationem morando dicens, quod et plebiscitum scriptum est, et finges

etiam orationem ueteris simiae [. . .].
13. Ubique autem seruanda est proprietas personarum et temporum. alia sunt enim uerba

910iuuenis, alia senis, alia gaudentis, alia dolentis [. . .].
14. Morales uero, in quibus obtinent more [. . .].
15. Nimium laboro . . . non est tam aspera hiems ut audeam latere domi pro timore domini

mei [. . .] etiam, magnus labor est, quia non sum liber.
16. Ego dico quad utilis sum et regi et ducibus et diuitibus et omni populo.

91517. Quid tunc mihi proficit labor meus? Sed uolo uendere hic carius quam emi illic.
18. Positio est deliberatio alicuius rei generalis ad nullam personam certam pertinens uel

aliam partem circumstantiae, ut si tractemus an nauigandum, an ducendum uxorem,
an philosophandum, non addentes cui.

19. Comparatio est uel similium uel diuersarum uel minorum ad maiora uel maiorum ad
920minora collatio et ea usi sumus.

20. Et genus generi et uictum uictui et professiones professionibus.
21. Si enim dicamus an luctatione exercendum, simplex positio, sin autem luctatione

exercendum an agricultura, duplex.
22. Ciuiles quidem, quae communibus et ad ciuitatem pertinentibus subiacent opinionibus.
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